2014 nissan rogue fuse box chart

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or
examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. ITWiring Diagram
Database. Honda City helped make these videos. The video above shows how to check for
blown fuses in the engine bay of your Nissan Rogue and where the fuse box diagram is located.
If your map light, stereo, turn signals, heated seats, headlights or other electronic components
suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. Fuses should always
be the first thing you check if your Rogue is experiencing electrical difficulties because they are
relatively easy to check and inexpensive to change. The more electronics your Rogue has, the
more fuses it has. Some Nissans have multiple fuse boxes in the engine bay, so be sure to find
the fuse s in question. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all
of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in
your Rogue, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If
checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend
seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if
the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your
Rogue. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the
road. Carmakers are hiding interior fuse boxes all over the place these days - see how to check
your interior fuses here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Check transmission fluid level. Harsh
downshifts? Slipping gears? You might be low on transmission fluid. Replace fog lights. Don't
be caught in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. Add antifreeze. Low coolant levels is all to
common - top yours up today. Check for a blown interior fuse. See all videos for the Nissan
Rogue. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Lake Ford
helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior
fuse box of your Nissan Rogue in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical
components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have
fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If
your Rogue is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Nissans have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Rogue is located. If your Rogue has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated
seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you
check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a
blown fuse in your Rogue, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the
blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we
recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to

figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem
with your Rogue. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of
cars on the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Checking coolant hoses. Coolant hoses wear
out over time and need to be replaced - check 'em early and often. Change an engine fuse. If
you have an electrical component that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse first. Secure precious
cargo. You love your kids right? See how to properly secure their car seat. Learn how to jack up
your car. A few key tips will make jacking up your car much safer. See all videos for the Nissan
Rogue. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything This Nissan
Rogue is equipped with both standard mini blade electrical fuses in the engine bay and low
profile fuses in the interior passenger compartment. The front edge of the air intake assembly is
held in place by two plastic pop rivets. Gently pry up the center part of each fastener before
pulling them out. You can either use a flathead screwdriver or a plastic automotive pop rivet
removal tool. Set the two pop rivets aside in a safe place. Firmly pinch together the two tabs on
the top of the air intake tube to release the retaining clips. Pull the air intake out of the engine
bay and set it aside. Repeat the process for the smaller fuse box cover. There is a fuse location
diagram on the underside of the fuse box cover and also another one in your owner's manual.
Lift the fuse block out of the bottom half of the box and turn it over to access the fuses and
relays. If the tool is missing, you can also use a pair of needle nose pliers with rubber insulated
handles. Locate the small notch near the bottom of the side panel. There is a fuse location
diagram on the back side of the plastic panel. Place the tool over the fuse that you'd like to
check or change. Pull the old fuse straight out of the socket. If the thin metal bar or "band" in
the translucent plastic center of the old fuse appears to be broken or burnt, it is most likely
"blown" and should be replaced with a new fuse. This Nissan Rogue was equipped with
standard mini blade electrical fuses in the engine bay and the relatively newer style "low profile"
mini blade fuses in the interior passenger compartment panel. Please check the fuses in your
Rogue before purchasing new ones. If the thin metal strip in the translucent plastic middle of
the old fuse appears to be intact, it is probably still good. Since new fuses are so inexpensive, I
still recommend that you replace it as part of your electrical problem troubleshooting process.
Push a new fuse of the same amperage rating e. Line up the access panel on to the side of the
dashboard and gently push it back in to place. Make sure you hear or feel the retaining clips
click securely in to place. Line up the air intake assembly and push it back on to the air filter
box. Re-insert the 10mm bolt and tighten it in the clockwise direction until it is snug. If you are
still having the same problem, there may be a shorted wire somewhere or the electrical
component itself needs to be replaced. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider
making a small donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered
charity. Donations are not tax deductible. Loosen Bolt Counterclockwise. Bolt Removed. This
automotive maintenance tutorial was specifically written to assist owners of the second
generation , , and the revised or model year Nissan Rogue SUV in checking or changing a blown
fuse or a faulty relay in either the engine bay or the interior passenger compartment electrical
panels. Pry Up Center of Fastener. Remove Plastic Pop Rivets. Pop Rivets Removed. To access
the two engine bay electrical boxes, you'll have to remove the air intake assembly. Set the bolt
aside in a safe place. Squeeze To Release Clips. Pull Off Air Intake Assembly. Gently Release
Plastic Clip. Locate the two retaining clips on the center of the air intake tube. Set Aside Air
Intake. Engine Bay Fuse Boxes. Once the air intake assembly is out of the way, you'll see the
smaller fuse box and the larger fuse box. Push In Tab - Release Clip. Release Retaining Clips.
Gently push in the tabs on the side of the fuse box covers to release the retaining clips. Pull Off
Fuse Box Cover. Gently Pull Back Clip. Remove Fuse Box Cover. Pull off the fuse box cover and
set it aside in a safe place. Upside Down Fuse Panel. Pull Back To Release Clip. Gently pull back
the clips on the outer edge of the upside down fuse block to release it. Turn Over Fuse Block.
Driver Side Dashboard. Small Notch Near Bottom. There is a white plastic fuse puller tool
attached to the interior passenger compartment electrical panel. Move to the driver side of the
dashboard. Insert Plastic Pry Bar Tool. Pull Off Access Panel. Access Cover Removed. Use the
plastic pry bar tool to gently remove the side panel on the dashboard to access the interior
electrical block. Interior Fuse Panel. White Plastic Fuse Puller Tool. Place Tool Over Fuse. The
white plastic fuse puller tool is attached to the top middle area of the interior fuse block. Old

Fuse Removed.
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Hold Up To Light Bulb. Push In New Fuse. To check the old fuse, hold it up to a light bulb.
Replace Fuse Puller Tool. Line Up Dashboard Panel. Push On Access Cover. Push the fuse
puller tool back in to place on the interior fuse panel. Replace Fuse Block. Push To Secure
Clips. Fuse Block Replaced. Flip over the primary engine bay fuse panel and push it back in the
lower part of the box. Replace Fuse Box Cover. Line Up Air Intake. Push the smaller fuse box
cover down in to place. Secure To Air Filter Box. Re-Attach Air Intake Tube. Secure Two Clips.
Re-attach the air intake tube and secure the two retaining clips. Push In Pop Rivets. Tighten
10mm Clockwise. Electrical Fuses Replaced. Push the two pop rivets back in to place at the
front edge of the air intake assembly. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon
Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means
for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon.

